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Scripps Ranch moves forward from rough AP testing 

A new look into testing for SRHS 

A new page for SRHS students and faculty 

Scripps Ranch High School students endured a rough two months during the beginning 

of summer when many of the students had to retake their AP tests due to a minor mishandle 

with the regulations. With perseverance and hard work the students retook their tests and and 

tried even harder to improve their grades. With everything now in the past, the community and 

students of Scripps Ranch look forward to new approaches to test taking and learning from past 

mistakes. 

During the months of July and August students in AP lit, AP lang, AP history, and AP 

psych among others had to retake their tests due to a minor mishandle involving the 

regulations and distance the students were from each other.Many of the teachers were 

surprised but ready to start working with their students again when news of the AP testing 

incident got around to them. Luckily the teachers make it a priority to have their students ready 

for any obstacle thrown at them. Mrs. Weber who teaches AP English Language says, “students 

know that it's gonna be a lot of work and part of their commitment to this class is that they are 

willing to put the hard work in that its takes to do well. They also need to be engaged and ready 

to work”. She believes the students made an excellent example of that during those two 

months of July and August. AP psychology teacher Mrs. Hillegas says “My goal for this year is 



the same as its been for all the past years and that's for all of her students to walk out with a 

five”. 

Many of the students were frustrated when they heard the news but made it a priority 

to study well for the test and get just as good a grade as they would the first time. “I put in at 

least two to three hours a day including the lectures at marshall middle school just normal 

study habits at school” says Angelo Carresco (12). Many of the students were traveling and 

were spending their summers with family and friends in different states and countries without 

in study materials. One of those students was John Jack (12) who says he was on the other side 

of the world when he found out about the tests, he also stated “I know many of the kids spent 

their entire summers studying but I didn’t really let it interrupt my summer plans because I 

knew that once I started studying a little it would all come back to me and I also sort of had an 

idea of what was on the test so i had that going for me”. Many study groups were held at 

Marshall Middle School and had many lectures for the testers. The students also stressed how 

appreciative they were for teachers because many other reached out to their students to give 

some extra help. 

Looking forward to a new chapter for SRHS Vice Principal Mr. Lawson speaks very 

confidently about what changes are being made this year. Lawson says “I feel like Scripps Ranch 

High School really came together because of this, for instance I had students helping me who I 

had never even met before. So that was really nice to get that extra support”. After all of that, 

admin is already taking into consideration what changes to make next year. Instead of five foot 

tables like the past the tables are going to be eight foot long. They also are looking into budgets 

and trying to figure out where that will fit in. They are going to be spreading out the students at 



random into possibly different rooms or looking into places to rent. This year the test takers 

may take their test in the library along with a select amount of other classrooms, Marshall 

Middle School or as mentioned, renting out other locations. 

Many of the students grew as test takers and brought back many old study habits and 

reached out to old teachers for help, along with keeping their old notes. Those weren't the only 

relationships that had grown however. Lawson states “I think we all definitely grew and became 

closer because of this, I mean it's a pretty bad situation to start out with but we all came 

together in the end and I wouldn't say it worked but we got it done and it's over with so now's 

it's all about how can we improve from past mistakes so we have a lot smoother year”. That is 

why this year will be far more successful than the previous and why we are looking forward 

towards it so much. 

 

 

 


